Allscripts Developer Partner VisitEase, Inc. Launches E/M Data Assist App with Seamless
Medical Billing Features
ROCKY POINT, New York, April 1, 2022 – VisitEase, Inc. is proud to announce the release of its newly
updated version of the E/M Data Assist app. “We are excited to launch the updated version of E/M Data
Assist, streamlining medical billing and patient visit reporting,” says Maureen Orlando, COO of VisitEase.
“E/M Data Assist seamlessly integrates with Allscripts EHR software, drastically reducing the time
doctors and administrators spend performing note and billing functions, simultaneously decreasing
administrative costs.”
E/M Data Assist is an Allscripts TouchWorks EHR™ Certified Application featuring an intuitive algorithm
that calculates CPT billing code assessments and patient visit summaries in seconds.
E/M Data Assist provides an in-depth summary of all steps taken during the Patient Visit to ensure a
Medically Appropriate History and Exam were completed to complement the physician’s Medical
Decision Making (MDM) calculations used to determine the correct E/M Service Code. Additionally, E/M
Data Assist’s Overall Visit Summary compares the billing code assigned by the medical practice with the
recommended billing code to prevent health insurance discrepancies.
To celebrate the launch of E/M Data Assist, VisitEase will be holding an informational webinar on
Wednesday, April 27, at 2:00 pm CST. During this webinar, attendees will learn how E/M Data Assist can
optimize their workflow. Specifically, Allscripts TouchWorks EHR™ users will discover how E/M Data
Assist’s reporting features help make medical billing both time and cost-efficient.
Register for the VisitEase Informational Webinar: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_lvUBUWrSm65y3GC30u89A

About VisitEase, Inc.
VisitEase, Inc. is a privately held Medical Application Design company whose primary business is to
develop Applications to work with existing medical software for the clinic and physician’s office. Our
applications add essential billing and reporting components to EHR software that saves users of our
applications time and money while maintaining HIPAA compliance.
Our current Application is E/M Data Assist. Its integration supports acquiring Patient Visit Data directly
from Allscripts EHRs through Allscripts Open APIs.
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